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AllSolutions and ICT Netherlands launch OnTime, the app for lightning-fast time
registration
Rotterdam, 14 December 2021 - Software supplier AllSolutions launches OnTime in collaboration
with ICT Netherlands. This web application enables employees to easily and quickly register hours,
claim expenses and take leave.
"Administering hours, is nobody's favorite activity," says Jan van Wijngaarden, Managing Director at
AllSolutions. "It is of great importance that keeping track of hours, but also declaring expenses and
requesting leave, is done properly, because in many cases business operations depend on it. For
example, the sooner an employee records his or her hours worked, the faster the finance
department can invoice. That means money comes in faster," Van Wijngaarden continued. "To make
those administrative tasks easier, faster and more fun for employees, we developed OnTime
together with ICT Netherlands."
Secure integration with AllSolutions
In the responsive web application, employees can register hours worked, claim expenses and take
days off via their smartphone, tablet or laptop. "Just from the couch," Van Wijngaarden explains. "All
in an intuitive interface with Single Sign-On, and fully and securely linked to our online business
software AllSolutions." The link allows employees to register their hours on the project numbers and
phases that they also use in AllSolutions. So all the data comes directly from the system, with the
great advantage that the app itself does not store any data.
Simpler work for employees
The Woerden-based software provider created the application together with ICT Netherlands, a
software integrator that provides innovative solutions and has been a customer of AllSolutions since
1993. "We are proud to have created this product in co-creation with AllSolutions," says Almando
Coutinho, Business Consultant Data Analytics at ICT Netherlands. "Our 1,500 employees already
benefit from the app themselves. We look forward to also helping other organizations to make their
employees' work easier. In this way, we will ensure more satisfied employees, satisfied customers
and satisfied finance departments."
Would you like more information about OnTime or request a demo? Go to:
www.allsolutions.nl/ontime-app

About AllSolutions
In a world where products and services within IT are becoming increasingly uniform, organizations
can only distinguish themselves by being truly meaningful. For their customers and clients. But also
for their employees, partners, suppliers and even for society. AllSolutions helps project-driven
organisations in various sectors to get their affairs in order. The business software of AllSolutions is
used by NGOs, trade, service and rental companies, member organisations and business service
providers. Want to know more? Go to www.allsolutions.nl.
About ICT Netherlands
ICT Netherlands, part of ICT Group, is an industrial total solutions provider that aims to make the
world a little smarter, safer and more sustainable every day. Our dedicated technical professionals
provide services in the areas of consultancy, software development, project-based solutions and
managed services. More information? Visit www.ictgroup.eu.

About ICT Group
ICT Group is a leading European industrial technology solutions provider. Our dedicated technical
professionals offer our clients services in the field of consultancy, software development, projectbased solutions and IT system maintenance. It is our mission to make the world a little smarter
every day. Our specialist knowledge in a variety of industries enables us to realise innovative
solutions bylinking people, technologies and ideas. With around 1,500 dedicated technical
specialists in the field, we are capable of building and integrating new and innovative technologies
into relevant business solutions for our customers.
Our Industries solutions serve the automotive, manufacturing, high-tech, food, chemicals &
pharma, oil & gas and logistics industries. Our Public & Infra solutions are focused on water, rail
and road infrastructure as well as public transport and mobility. Across all industries ICT Group
offers proprietary industry-specific software solutions, including its own cloud-based platform for
IoT, digital transformation and artificial intelligence. ICT Group is listed on Euronext Amsterdam
and has a presence in the Netherlands, Belgium, Bulgaria, France, Germany and Sweden. For more
information, please visit: www.ictgroup.eu.
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